
 

                               

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Classroom case studyClassroom case studyClassroom case studyClassroom case study
 

Using RSC approaches to improve attainment, particularly 
motivation and behaviour, with a Y
 

Angela works in a 11-16 comprehensive school in West Yorkshire, in a community where 70%

of the school population fall within the 40% most deprived households nationally. 

 

Angela is an experienced English teacher with a keen interest in Shakespeare, explainin

she had been personally ‘instrumental in providing opportunities beyond the classroom for 

students to broaden their experience of Shakespeare’

 

However, the RSC training days, which introduced Angela to rehearsal

Shakespeare, opened her eyes to new ways of working: 

 

‘I have always believed that pupils have an entitlement to enjoy the works of 

Shakespeare, but my token, single lessons where the desks were pushed back did 

little to guarantee this. In contrast, the development of a 'safe', col

environment where we were at liberty to explore imaginative interpretations proved 

that effective learning, and teaching, comes firs

 

Angela decided to focus her research on whether these RSC rehearsal room appro

be used to improve attainment, with specific focus on motivation and social health. The school 

has a policy whereby behaviour and effort are reported to parents on a termly basis. Angela 

intended to analyse pupils' behaviour logs, looking at en

introduction of ensemble-based approaches to Shakespeare.

 

Angela chose to use King Lear as her Shakespeare text and the culmination of a 

scheme of work would be written r

in King Lear?’. Angela planned that two of the 16

assessment conditions (one for planning; one for writing), in preparation for later GCSE 

requirements. But in all other lessons desks would be removed to

approaches – an arrangement that pupils were quickly comfortable with. 

 

Angela chose a Year 9 group and, within that group, focused on three pupils with particular 

concerns around behaviour. Ben was one of these pupils. A 14 year

of poor punctuality and truancy he 

concentration through independent reading or writing...’

RSC approaches. However, by lesson four Be

following from Angela: 

                                                
1 As measured by the Index of Multiple Deprivation (IMD)
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Angela is an experienced English teacher with a keen interest in Shakespeare, explainin

instrumental in providing opportunities beyond the classroom for 

their experience of Shakespeare’. 

However, the RSC training days, which introduced Angela to rehearsal-based approaches to 

s to new ways of working:  

I have always believed that pupils have an entitlement to enjoy the works of 

Shakespeare, but my token, single lessons where the desks were pushed back did 

little to guarantee this. In contrast, the development of a 'safe', col

environment where we were at liberty to explore imaginative interpretations proved 

that effective learning, and teaching, comes first from an emotional response...’

Angela decided to focus her research on whether these RSC rehearsal room appro

be used to improve attainment, with specific focus on motivation and social health. The school 

has a policy whereby behaviour and effort are reported to parents on a termly basis. Angela 

intended to analyse pupils' behaviour logs, looking at entries before, during and after the 

based approaches to Shakespeare. 

as her Shakespeare text and the culmination of a 

scheme of work would be written responses to the essay question ‘How are families presented 

planned that two of the 16 lessons would be under controlled 

assessment conditions (one for planning; one for writing), in preparation for later GCSE 

requirements. But in all other lessons desks would be removed to allow for rehearsal room 

an arrangement that pupils were quickly comfortable with.  

ear 9 group and, within that group, focused on three pupils with particular 

concerns around behaviour. Ben was one of these pupils. A 14 year old dyslexic with a history 

of poor punctuality and truancy he had a reading age of 9 and had ‘difficulty sustaining 

dependent reading or writing...’. Ben struggled initially with the new, 

owever, by lesson four Ben was ‘engaged throughout’ –  
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‘The emphatic scoring in my personal notes with a double underlining of 'Progr

made' reveals my delight...’

 

Ben's reading skills went on to improve ‘

approaches’.  

 

Chris was another of Angela's focus pupils and was on the SEN R

‘for Behaviour, Emotional and Social Difficulty’

he ‘is often disruptive in lesson ... [and] is not concerned with how his behaviour affects anyone 

else or its subsequent effect’. Angela was particularly interested to see how Chris would 

respond to RSC approaches: a popular member of the class

 

‘his influence upon the rest of the class is significant; the extent of the success of 

these drama-based approaches in improving his effort and behaviour therefore 

directly impacts upon the rest of the pupils...’

 

Chris certainly seemed to respond well to the new approaches. Only once during the 

scheme of work did Angela have to log his behaviour, ‘

made in the previous half-term and 

the end of the scheme of work that 

 

‘although his issues with accepting authority still form barriers to his learning, his 

attitude towards me, at the end of the term, was co

relationship had certainly changed since the start of t

scheme’. 

 

The third focus pupil was Keira. Withdrawn

altercation with the member of staff’

aggression towards staff and pupils’

different activities Keira, along with all pupils, was asked to evaluate her effort and behaviour

and gave herself a rating of ‘Excellent’

pupils to describe the daughter their group explored, Keira ‘

the class, with: 'She's noble, honest, strong hearted’

 

Angela reflected on Keira's response to the 

class: 

 

‘Just as Year 7 (Angela's pilot case study) enjoyed the act of 'playing' in 

Year 9 with King Lear ...: the emotional, intellectual and physical stimulation of the RSC's 

ensemble-based, rehearsal room

inhibitions. In fact, at one point, Keira appeared to sulk at the realisation that she hadn't been 

allocated a named character, so keen was she to lead the activities, but perhaps the 

collaborative spirit of the ensemble then prevailed, and she was happy to be a knight

 

The Year 9 end of term reports showed a 77.2% improvement in effort and 52.1% improvement 

in behaviour. Furthermore, nearly all pupils achieved their English target grade in the R

Controlled Assessment, with 66.7% of pupils exceeding their target. Angela commented that:
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ding skills went on to improve ‘by a full National Curriculum level through these active 

Chris was another of Angela's focus pupils and was on the SEN Register at School Action level 
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his influence upon the rest of the class is significant; the extent of the success of 

based approaches in improving his effort and behaviour therefore 

upon the rest of the pupils...’. 

Chris certainly seemed to respond well to the new approaches. Only once during the 

ela have to log his behaviour, ‘in sharp contrast to the four entries I 

and 9 throughout the spring term’. Furthermore, Angela noted at 

the end of the scheme of work that  

although his issues with accepting authority still form barriers to his learning, his 

attitude towards me, at the end of the term, was co- operative and positive, and our 

ainly changed since the start of the year and, indeed, the 
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different activities Keira, along with all pupils, was asked to evaluate her effort and behaviour

and gave herself a rating of ‘Excellent’. Angela noted that, in response to a question asking 

er their group explored, Keira ‘gave the most insightful response in 

noble, honest, strong hearted’. 

Angela reflected on Keira's response to the King Lear scheme, along with everyone else in the 

Just as Year 7 (Angela's pilot case study) enjoyed the act of 'playing' in The Tempest 

...: the emotional, intellectual and physical stimulation of the RSC's 

based, rehearsal room approaches released the power of the imagination to reduce 

inhibitions. In fact, at one point, Keira appeared to sulk at the realisation that she hadn't been 

allocated a named character, so keen was she to lead the activities, but perhaps the 

e spirit of the ensemble then prevailed, and she was happy to be a knight

ear 9 end of term reports showed a 77.2% improvement in effort and 52.1% improvement 

in behaviour. Furthermore, nearly all pupils achieved their English target grade in the R
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egister at School Action level 

tion Plan (IEP) stated that 

is often disruptive in lesson ... [and] is not concerned with how his behaviour affects anyone 

. Angela was particularly interested to see how Chris would 
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his influence upon the rest of the class is significant; the extent of the success of 

based approaches in improving his effort and behaviour therefore 

Chris certainly seemed to respond well to the new approaches. Only once during the King Lear 

in sharp contrast to the four entries I 

thermore, Angela noted at 

although his issues with accepting authority still form barriers to his learning, his 

operative and positive, and our 

he year and, indeed, the 

following a serious 

verbal and physical 

. Keira also responded well to RSC approaches. During two 

different activities Keira, along with all pupils, was asked to evaluate her effort and behaviour, 

in response to a question asking 

gave the most insightful response in 

with everyone else in the 

The Tempest so too did 

...: the emotional, intellectual and physical stimulation of the RSC's 

approaches released the power of the imagination to reduce 

inhibitions. In fact, at one point, Keira appeared to sulk at the realisation that she hadn't been 

allocated a named character, so keen was she to lead the activities, but perhaps the 

e spirit of the ensemble then prevailed, and she was happy to be a knight’. 

ear 9 end of term reports showed a 77.2% improvement in effort and 52.1% improvement 

in behaviour. Furthermore, nearly all pupils achieved their English target grade in the Reading 

Controlled Assessment, with 66.7% of pupils exceeding their target. Angela commented that: 



 

 

 

‘The quality of these responses was remarkable; when considering how 

Shakespeare presents families in the play, all of the pupils recognized that he 

portrays complex, multifaceted relationships, and many used inference and 

deduction skills to insightfully explore the characters' actions, language and

upon the audience’. 

 

In conclusion, Angela felt that the ‘

attainment … not only through their motivation and social health, but also in their literacy skills 

and a specific Reading assessment
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nclusion, Angela felt that the ‘RSC's rehearsal room approaches have improved

attainment … not only through their motivation and social health, but also in their literacy skills 

and a specific Reading assessment’. 

The quality of these responses was remarkable; when considering how 

Shakespeare presents families in the play, all of the pupils recognized that he 

complex, multifaceted relationships, and many used inference and 

deduction skills to insightfully explore the characters' actions, language and effects 

RSC's rehearsal room approaches have improved [pupils'] 

attainment … not only through their motivation and social health, but also in their literacy skills 


